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By JIHI Remakcr
iriNuryUmklli

SBO service
projects 'aid-oriented'

An
Independent
Student
Voice

Service projects, ranging from the
"installation of smoke detectors in
apartment completes to the
installation of a WATS line in the
Student Services Bldg . are being
undertaken by eight Student Body
Organization (SBO) steering committee members.
"Service projects are designed to aid
University students.'' Bill Arnold.
senior \&S and SBO president, said
The idea is to have steering committee members develop areas to help
the students and to remedy those
problem areas.'' he said
ARNOLD SAID the SBO constitution
requires each steering committee
member to work on a service project
Mike Bickley. senior iB A. I. will be
working to improve the professor
course evaluation and also will serve
as a liaison between the SBO and the
Commuter Center
"We are going to try to get more
(evaluation) returns on each professor
than we've had in the past." Bickley
" said
"We hope to use the same procedure
that the College of Business Admini-

stration uses where the professor
hands out the evaluations and then
leaves the room. The results would be
put together and published
Trying to convince apartment
complex landlords to install smoke
detectors is Sam Ferruccio's. junior
(A4iS>. service project. Ferruccio and
Arnold said they plan to meet with
landlords to persuade them to install
the devices.
Marcia Heflin. senior in
presently is working on a campaign to get
student discount air fares reinstated
The House of Representatives may
oe voting within the next few weeks on
a bill to reinstate air fare discounts for
persons under 22 and over 65 years of
age if enough people show interest, a
legislative staff member of the
National Student Lobby in Washington.
DC. said last week.
"I'VE BEEN writing letters to all
campus clubs and organizations urging
them to write to members of the House
of Representatives" subcommittee.''
Heflin said
Steering committee member Mark
Kupport. junior iB.A >. said he will
work with the Inter-Fraternity Council
ilFC) and Panhellenic Council regarding alcoholic beverage regulations

"Recently the University has been
putting pressure on fraternities and
sororities about only having three
functions a quarter .' he said
"This means we can only have
parties for Homecoming. Dad's Day
and a Christmas party for orphans. We
can't have any rush parties."
Rupport said the University bases Us
objections to the parties on the
destruction of property and the inconvenience toother students
"These objections don't apply to
fraternities and sororities because
we're charged for all damages
anyway." he said "And in small living
units, the majority of the members
have to agree on a function before M
have it
"Panhel and IFC drew up a proposal
and we've had some meetings. We
hope to change or at least clarify the
present rules, mainly lor fraternities
and sororities
TIM SHERIDAN, junior (Ed I, Mid
he will try to get Lot 6 near the
Stadium and commuter I.ot 7 behind
Offenhauer Towers paved for p.irkinc,
During the summer. $6,000 was spent
on labor and materials to improve, not
pave. Lot 6, he said Now there will be
no more work done this year or next

However. Sgt Melvin R Jones,
director of Parking Services, said Lot 6
was tar chipped last year and there are
no more big holes in it Sgt Jones said
he sees no reason to pave it now
Sheridan also said Lot 7 will be
redesigned so students can enter and
exit the lot from LeRoy Street instead
o( N College Drive and Thurstin
Street
"This will give more room to commuters." he said "The main thing
though is that it wilt be paved next
summer or over spring break This will
cost at least $15,000
When asked about the paving
project. Sgt Jones said. "We have
nothing definite so far and we have no
cost estimate The redesigning part is
definite but we have to get an estimate
first and then propose it to the budget
committee
"Sheridan's information got
tangled." he added
Sheridan said. Sgt Jones said the
parking facilities behind the Health
Center will be rezoned This would take
off one-half of the faculty spaces and
give them back to the commuters
This would give commuters 75
more parking spaces and will be done
this week or next." he added
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SGT. JONES SAID the rezomng was
done last week.
Two other steering committee
members. Amy Davis, junior |A&S>.
and Chuck Wehrle, sophomore iB.A I,
said their project will be a "major
breakthrough for the University" if it
is accepted
they said the project, called
"Lecture Notes." includes hiring
graduate assistants to attend classes,
take notes, mimeograph the notes and
sell to students who missed class
Wherle said the lecture note bureau
would be a non-profit organization and
each copy of notes may cost less than
25 cents
"THIS PROGRAM would give stu
dents added security." he said 'It's a
major educational benefit which helps
students gel the material and
understand it There's no question-it s
great
"SBO will endorse it and I think students Mill be behind it." Wehrle added
Wehrle said he has no definite
information on the program yet Hut.
he said, the student manager of
lecture Notes at the University ol
Iowa will come to the lniversil\ on
Nov 18 with information and statistics
on the program there
• lo page three
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Nixon reschedules
address for tonight
WASHINGTON t AP) - Saying he was
too busy with the Middle East crisis to
write a speech. President Nixon
canceled a planned address night to the
nation on the Watergate tapes controversy. He promised, instead, a news
conference tonight
One of the men in the middle of the
tapes controversy. Acting Atty. Gen
Robert H. Bork. vowed yesterday
that he would fight the White House in
court if necessary to obtain
confidential records for the Watergate
grand jury and would resign if be felt
his hinds were being tied bv the White
House
AT THE SAME lime, the House
proceeded with an inquiry on
impeachment of Nixon and the Senate
scheduled a hearing to question the
man whose ouster created the
impeachment furor
During a 45-minute news conference.
Bork. the man who last Saturday fired
the special Watergate prosecutor, said
Nixon gave him instructions by letter
and in a personal conversation
Saturday night Bork quoted Nixon as
saying.
I understand that you are
devoted to the principles of law and I
want you to carry out these
prosecutions fully "
Bork said he does not feel he is bound
by Nixon's order to the former special
Watergate prosecutor to stop trying to
obtain White House tapes and records
"I am ready to follow any procedure,
by agreement or otherwise, to get the
evidence "he said 'If we have to use

Weather
Partly cloedy today with
UKTeaiiag wtadt Hlgas today 75
to M. Partly cloodv Weight with
Iowa la the low aad mid Ma. Partly
cloady aad cooler tomorrow.
Highs la the tos Probability ol
rala Bear lft per ceat today aad
teaight

judicial processes-no procedure is
ruled out "
The White House announced Nixon's
speech cancellation less than two hours
after the President returned here front
a night at the presidential retreat at
Camp David. Md It was reported
Nixon had gone there to compose a
speech key noted by a plea for national
unity

committee's chairman. Rep Peter W
Hodino Jr iD-N.J ) said it was
possible his panel would subpoena
administration records for use in its
probe
At the same time, the Senate
Judiciary Committee set a public
hearing for Monday to question Cox
about his ouster as special Watergate
prosecutor

BUT YESTERDAY morning Deputy
White House Press Secretary Gerald
I. Warren said Nixon's tune at Camp
David had been consumed completely
by Middle East developments and
Nixon had thus opted instead for the
news conference broadcast scheduled
for 9 p.m. EDT tonight in the East
Room of the White House
In addition lo Watergate, the news
conference would deal with the Middle
East war and other issues, a White
House spokesman said
Meanwhile. Speaker Carl Albert said
the preliminary House inquiry on
impeachment of Nixon will proceed
Albert said the inquiry was unaffected
by Nixon's decision Tuesday to comply
with a court order to turn over nine
White House tape recordings and
assorted documents which may yield
evidence for a Watergate grand jury

AFTER A TWO-HOUR closed
session, the committee said it did not
discuss calling other witnesses, but
chairman James O Eastland iDMiss ) said he felt the panel would also
want to question Richardson and
Ruckelshaus who were forced from
office after refusing to carry out
Nixon's order to fire Cox
During the closed committee
session, action was blocked on a
resolution by a group of Democratic
liberals on the panel The resolution
called on Nixon to reinstate Cox
temporarily until Congress acts on
legislation to provide by law an
independent Watergate prosecutor not
subject to presidential dismissal
In another development. AFL-CIO
President George Meany charged
Nixon with emotional instability and
called again for either his resignation
or impeachment
The AFL-CIO.
meeting in Florida, had passed a
resolution Monday demanding that
Nixon resign or be removed from
office

THE TAPES initially were
subpoenaed for the grand jury by
special
Watergate prosecutor
Archibald Cox whom Nixon fired last
Saturday It was that firing, coupled
with the resignation of Atty Gen.
Elliot L. Richardson and dismissal of
Asst
Atty
Gen. William D.
Ruckelshaus. which triggered the
impeachment inquiry.
"I hope it is expeditious." Albert
said of the inquiry, "and I hope it lays
this thing to rest one way or another "
Albert noted the House Judiciary
Committee had been mandated lo
make inquiries into impeachment
resolutions or bring impeachment
charges against Nixon. The
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Plywood and cardboard dummies ol anti-aircraft mhwiles were found earlier
PfJfyiflTf QS

,hi w
* **k bv advancing Israeli armored troops at an otherwise evacuated site
some 10 miles west of Suez inside Egypt. Vehicles In the background belong to

Israeli forces.

Egypt: 'Israel waging new war'
l AP I - Egypt told the Security Council
last night Israel is waging a new war
along the Suez Canal and that the
United States and the Soviet Union
should send in troops to help put a
cease-fire into effect.
Foreign Minister Mohamed H. el-
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Sunny day

AmciaMd

Reno* Iraveis, i op hem ore (Ed.), catches up on some reading while Linda
Rleger, sophomore (Ed.), takes a short tneoxe. Either way, they both take
advantage of the recent, unseasonably warm BO weather

Ziiyy.it of Egypt declared that even
while he was speaking in the third
urgent Security Council session this
week he had received word from Cairo
that Israel refused to allow U N
observers into Israeli-controlled areas
of the Suez front
Zayyat said the Israelis were
attacking on the east bank of the canal
with what he called "laser-guided
missiles" and F4 Phantom jets. He
said that on the west bank the entire
front was blazing and that a "new
treacherous war" was under way He
put the time at 1 am. Thursday Cairo
time, or 7 p.m EDT Wednesday.
SECRETARY-GENERAL
Kurt
Waldheim then told the 15-nation
council that his latest information was
that no UN. observer patrols had
reached Israeli-controlled sectors of
the Suez front, while seven were on the
Egyptian side
The council met in urgent session at
Egypt's request to lake up its charges
that Israel was violating the two ceasefire resolutions adopted Monday and
Tuesday Israel also accused Egypt of
cease-fire violations but did not ask for
a special meeting
Tuesday's meeting resulted in
approval of a new U.S.-Soviet ceasefire
resulution authorizing the
immediate dispatch of UN. observers
to the battle areas
ISRAEL charged in a Tel Aviv
statement that the Egyptians had
violated the cease-fire at 8 a.m. EDT
by trying to break out of Israeli
encirclement in the Suez Canal area.
Assistant Secretary-General Brian
Urquhart said seven observer patrols
of two or three officers each were
enroute from Cairo in radio-equipped
jeeps to try to work out a cease-fire
line between the Egyptians and the
Israelis and establish posts.

They are among observers who were
evacuated from the old Suez Canal
cease-fire line after the war began on
Oct. 6.
THERE ARE now 218 observers in
Cairo or Jerusalem or already
manning five posts in southern

Lebanon and on the old Israeli-Syria
cease-fire lines.
Countries
supplying
observers
include the United Stales. France.
Ireland, the Netherland. Italy. Austria.
Denmark, Finland, Norway. Sweden,
Australia. New Zealand and Argentina

Gynecologist hired
for part-time clinic
Gynecological services will be offered at the University Health Center
beginning Monday. Dr Richard Eakin. vice provost for student aftairs.
said yesterday.
The University has contracted with the Medical College of Ohio at
Toledo tMCO) for the services. Dr Eakin said The clinic will be staffed
by Dr Janice Woolley and a resident in gyneculogy at MCO. he said
Dr. Woolley is a specialist in the medical care of young adults. Dr
Eakin said She is a graduate of the University of Indiana Medical
School and did postgraduate work at the medical college of the
University of Washington in Seattle.
The clinic will be open 1-4 p.m Mondays and Wednesdays
Appointments may be scheduled by visiting or calling the center or by
the referral of a Health Center physician. Dr Eakin said There is no
charge for office calls, but the usuai laboratory fees apply
ONE YEAR ago yesterday the Board of Trustees authorized the
University to establish a gynecological service Dr Eakin was then
appointed chairman of a committee to investigate ways of operating the
service.
In February, the University contracted with MCO for two part-time
gynecologists. The clinic opened Feb. 19 and was in operation two days
per week until June.
Dr. Eakin said about 15-20 women were treated at each clinic session
last year. There was "somewhat of a backlog at the end of spring
quarter, he added
At the beginning of this quarter. Dr. Eakin announced that the MCO
obstetrics-gynecology department would be unable to provide services
for the University for fall quarter because of understating At that time
he began looking for a private physician to provide the service.
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sbo: next time, think! let em wear two sweaters

"Service projects are designed to aid University students."
So says Bi>'. Arnold. Student Body Organization (SBO) president.
If that's the case, then (qur members of the SBO steering committee
have some fast thinking to do.
From the description of the service projects undertaken by steering
committee members this year, it is apparent that four members are
wasting their time.
Tim Sheridan, junior (Ed.), said he will try to get Lot 6 near the
Stadium paved for parking
However. Sergeant Melvin R. Jones, director of Parking Services, said
the lot was tar chipped last year and there arc no more holes. He said he
sees no reason to pave it now
Sheridan also said Lot 7. behind Offenhauer Towers, will be paved next
summer or over spring break, and the cost will be at least $15,000
Another error.
Sgt. Jones said no definite plans on l.m 7 have yet been made and no
estimate has been established.
Sheridan said his plans for rezoning parking facilities behind the Health
Center will become a reality this week or next
But Sgt Jones said the rezoning was done last week.
Amy Davis, junior (A&S). and Chuck Wehrle. sophomore (B.A.), have
developed a unique plan for spoonfeeding students. They call it "a major
breakthrough for the University." or simply. "Lecture Notes."
The plan consists of hiring graduate assistants to attend classes, take
notes, mimeograph notes and sell them
The plan is an insult to both undergraduate and graduate students.
At a time when academic excellence is being questioned by faculty
members and students, the last thing we need on this campus is a buyand-sell note-taking service
Dr. John Greene's statement that graduate assistants shouldn't be paid
to do what students should be doing themselves sums up the situation.
Handy Hathaway, sophomore (A&S), said he is investigating the
possibility of installing a WATS line on the second lloor of the Student
Services Bldg. for general student use.
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) two weeks ago
handed down a decision that student bodies could not purchase the
service.
But even if the FCC ruling were reversed. Hathaway's plans for a
WATS line still wouldn't hold water.
First. Hathaway said the University will definitely get a WATS line for
student use. (We wonder if anyone has informed the FCC!)
Second, the telephone's proposed location in the Student Services Bldg.
is inconvenient for general student use. A more centralized location
would be more accessible.
However, the remaining projects, particularly those concerning smoke
detectors and student air fare cuts, are worthwhile.
It's too bad four SBO steering committee members didn't research
their projects thoroughly before drowning in the quagmire of
misinformation
Next time, get the facts straight.
Make sure service projects are feasible so time and energy will not be
wasted in fruitless attempts.

NEW YORK. N.Y.-They practice
some strange rites in China, what with
pouring Mao's image in concrete and
setting aside a day each spring for a
"sweeping of the graves "
But there's one curious ceremony we
might take unto ourselves with profit.
It's a ritual of remembrance, designed
to stir old embers in the mind and burn
the conscience. It also helps to close
the generation gap
Were we to introduce this Chinese
remembrance of things past, we'd hear
a lot less grousing about the oil
shortage and the wages maids get
nowadays. We might also awaken a
keener appreciation of the good things
we've managed to preserve.
CHINESE children have never had
to face the hardships their parents
knew They have never known famine,
war, years of homeless wandering. To
teach the young and remind the elders
of the way it used to be. huge billboards
frequently show photographs of the old
China
Faces shriveled with hunger,
massacred bodies in a ditch with a
Japanese soldier standing guard, small
girls being sold in the streets.
This is China's generation gap. To
close it, lessons in "bitter

privations we all put up with during the
last war? It was hard, there were
inequities, some of us became anemic,
but we survived.
Harriet Vaa Hmt

.,.
remembrance" are taught the young
A report by the Committee of
Concerned Asian Scholars describes a
meal of bitter remembrance, with the
old people chanting the equivalent of
"Lest we forget..."
THE LEAVES and bark of the trees
that many Chinese were forced to eat
are cooked and served. As the children
eat, a grandparent or village elder tells
how millions starved "while the
granaries of the warlords were full."
Most of us have no horror stories to
match the memories of the Chinese
We must turn to very ancient grannies
to hear how it was movin' West, or to
be reminded of the steerage squalor in
the ships that brought Europe's
huddled masses to our shores in the
19th century.
But doesn't anybody remember the

IF OIL IS rationed, if meat goes as
high as caviar, we'll still survive. I was
a student when the war began but I
remember lovely dinners of omelettes,
rabbit stew, even goat's liver. We
sweetened adversity with humor. We
saved our ration stamps for special
occasions and. above all. we shared.
To be sure, one's spirit is always a
little larger in wartime. It was no
wrench to go meatless and heal less for
Our Boys.
But it hurts to turn down the
thermostat because President Nixon
has bungled the energy crisis.
EVEN SO, a day of remembering
past chills may gird us for the rigors
ahead Let us think back on the
healthful cold of our childhood
bedrooms, with the clean fresh air
blowing across our snug blankets
Does anybody remember frosted
window panes? I do. and have
disconnected the radiator in every
bedroom I've occupied since
Fortunately, there's a fireplace now in

tapes released
Congressional sentiments and public opinion have dealt President
Nixon a hard, but well-deserved, blow.
Finally, he has agreed to turn over the controversial Watergate-related
tapes after having fought constitutional battles since summer.
Now, the public waits in anticipation of the content of those tapes
Even if the recordings do clear Nixon of guilt, how can the American
public know they have heard the truth? A good many persons suspect the
tapes have been doctored.
Nonetheless, the Watergate investigation must not stop now. But
keeping the investigation within the Justice Department, a body
responsible to the President, is not acceptable.
It would be wise for Nixon to reinstate Archibald Cox as special
Watergate prosecutor. The public needs more information other than
what will be revealed on the tapes, to give Nixon the justice he deserves.
The investigation of Nixon's involvement or noninvolvement in
Watergate must proceed full speed ahead.

let's hear from you
The BQ News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns.
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Kditor. CO The B(l News. 106
I'niversitv Hall

'YOU TELL 'EM, SCOOP! TELL 'EM HOW WE DONT NEED THEIR LOUSY OIL!'

news LfiTTers
ysa not insignificant
To claim that the Young Socialist
Alliance is an insignificant movement,
as Oan Kidd did in the Oct 23 lit;
News, shows a complete ignorance of
YSA activities nationally and YSA't
history at Howling Green It is also a
waste of valuable and scarce
newsprint."
To claim that YSA is insignificant is
to claim that the activities of (he
Student Mobilization Committee were
insignificant as YSA provided much of
the energy for that group
THE SUPPORT of the YSA for the
.mil S I'HKSS campaign in Detroit was
a significant factor in the abolition of
STRESS, a "law and order" terror
squad in Detroit s black community
(responsible for killing 17 black
persons I.

hour hundred issues of the
"Militant" la Socialist weekly! were
going into dormitory rooms at BG last
year Already this year nearly 200 subscriptions have been started in the
University's dormitories
THE TWO BUS loads of people from
BOSU taken to Washington for Richard
Nixon's innaugaration this past
January, under YSA sponsorship, were
not insignificant.
Neither was the good showing of YSA
candidates land candidates it
endorsed I in the spring campus
elections insignificant
So only my concern for scarce
newsprint keeps me from continuing to
prove the significance of the Young
Socialist Alliance
HOWEVER I would like to invite
Dan Kidd and everyone to find out how
YSA plans to remain significant by
coming to the YSA meeting Tuesday.
Oct 30. in 106 Hayes Hall Stop by our
literature table too
Jay Fisher
YSA Box 27
BOSU

cox dismissal
On this past Saturday President
Nixon fired the Watergate Special
Prosecutor. Mr. Cox.
The question is why'' Was it because
Mr Cox refused to obey a Presidential
order'' Was it because Mr Nixon
wanted to end the fight over the tapes'*
Or maybe it was because Mr. Nixon
knew he would lose in the Supreme
Court Or maybe Mr Cox was getting
too near the truth
IT IS MY firm belief that President
Nixon is in contempt of court for his
refusal to release the tapes, as be was
ordered to do. by the Federal Appeals
Court
Also, in this same vein. President
Nixon is guilty of obstruction of justice
by refusing to release the tapes. Even
if the Grand Jury were to indict
Haldeman. Ehrlichman. Mitchell and
others they could claim the tapes
would clear them, and without the
actual tapes, they would have to be set
free as there would be a reasonable
doubt as to their guilt

Relax chief-nothing out here but birds and empty beer cans.'

WHY NOW can Stennis hear the
tapes and not Judge Sirica? Is it that
Judge Sirica knows more about the
case than would Sen Stennis?

WITH THE firing of Mr Cox
President Nixon has set himself above
the law It seems that the law applies
to everyone except when it gets too
dose to Richard Nixon.
The time has come, now more than
ever, to impeach Mr. Nixon. We must
impeach the President if this is to be a
nation of laws and not a nation of men
Failure to impeach will weaken the
Republic.
I WANT to start this nation's second
hundred years under a president, not
King Richard the first
R.C. Skidmore
400 E Napoleon Rd No.307

coverage lacks
1 was quite disappointed by the
apparent lack of interest on the part of
The BG News following the events of
Sunday. Oct 14
From an entire day's events
beginning with a band (Los
Vandelerosi including a dance group
from Toledo (Los Colored Folkloricos I
displays presented by such
organizations as La Raza Unida. the
Guadalupe Center, La Union de
Estudiantes Latinos, and many others,
art exhibitions, Mexican food, served
both in the dorms and in Memorial Hall
and end;ng with the Fiesta Folklorico.
IT SEEMS that from such a colorful
and interesting variety of events that
somewhat more than a paragraph and
three pictures, in last Monday's News
was in order.
It was unfortunate that the many
students who were unable to attend
were also unable to read about the
events in the campus newspaper, since
it was an exciting, spectacular and
very singular series of events on our
campus.
Bonnie Bonier
101 Dunbar
(El l'iso Espanol i

case it goes to 20 below. (One likes to
be cool, but not. let's admit, frozen.)
Most Americans overheat their
homes to a disgusting state of fug
Windows are rarely flung open after
dinner to ease the burdened air Hence,
the ghastly odor of sweaty upholstery
and long-gone dinners that clogs so
many New York apartments.
THIS MAY be the year Americans
discover the bracing pleasure of a
room where the air is sweet and
flowers stay fresh because the
thermostat never rises above 60.
Melvin Laird, radiating helpful hints
from the White House, has suggested
that all patriotic citizens turn dowa the
heat this winter and "put on a
sweater " Fuel rationing is clearly on
the way Hospitals, public buildings
and households sheltering the sick, the
elderly and the very young will
doubtless enjoy preference.
The rest of the country may discover
that winter colds are fewer when the
house is not so hot or the air so fetid.
THESE RITUALS of remembrance
can. of course, work two ways. As
prisoners remember the delicious
meals they once had and the beautiful
girls they loved, so shall many of us be
remembering superheated bathrooms
and filet mignon lor $2 This is not the
Spartan spirit that will see us through
the winter
Moreover, it would probably be
pleasing to Mr Nixon to know that the
vast constituency now turned against
hun is having a terrible time "Let 'em
Ireeze!" one can hear him mutter to
Melvin Laird. "Let em wear two
sweaters."
Like all economic crises, the fuel
shortage will have its harshest effect
on the poor. There will be more gas
oven explosions, more accidental fires
from small heaters, more chilblains
and rat bites in the slums. (Rats feel
the cold. too. and seek the warmth of
occupied rooms.)
IT IS SAID, by the quirky-minded
whose heads are lull of such lore, that
you can hypnotize yourself into a state
of warmth. I'm dubious, but novelist
Evan Connell has written of a baker in
Ferrara "who often felt his limbs,
convinced that they were made of
butter, and at last was unable to walk
past a fire, or even sit in the sun."
Maybe we should write to Ferrara
for the baker's secret.
Cepyrighl lf71, Los Angeles Tunes

4) End of language requirements
5) End of Physical Education
requirements.
6) Complete student control of
concert programming.
7) Free off-campus ambulance
service
8) More academic rewards and less
emphasis on athletics.
9) Initiation of a student-oriented
newspaper.
Bill Burnham
RichCaral
221 Byall Ave

yalta
What is the unknown event in
American history'' It is Yalta!'
I maintain that at Yalta. Eastern
Europe was "sold out" to communism
Many talk about the cold war. but
few understand the conflict between
freedom and Red tyranny
FDR AND Stalin came to an
agreement at Yalta about the future of
Europe after World War II which
eventually resulted in the cold war. the
event ol our era.
Don t waltz with the Red Bear but
vanquish him No more Yallas!! No
more defeatism and appeasement.
Douglas Keith
4297 Main St
Perry. Ohio 44081

•me BG news
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suggestions
We would like to submit the following recommendations to the
administration of the university. In our
opinion, these items deserve
immediate consideration. Only with
their enactment will Bowling Green be
able to achieve a proper university
environment
1) Replacement of the present ViceProvost.
21 Abolishment of forced on campus
living.
3) Hiring of a gynecologist for the
Health Center.
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AP News Analysis

Tape release sets precedent

■

About

'Nixon out'

200

demonstrator*

poradod

A—ctoH4 Press W..ph.i.
through downtown

Boston on Monday to urge tho impeachment of President
Nixon. Tho marchers roprosontod a coalition of groups who
had banded together to form a committee to oust Nixon.

WASHINGTON (API President Nixon's sudden
decision to yield the nine
Watergate tapes eventually
may provide the answers to
two critical questions raised
throughout the legal
arguments:
-What is on the tapes'1
-What will be the effect of
the precedent set by
President
Nixon's
compliance with a
subpoena?
The public will get the
answer to the first question
But people may have to wait
awhile for it because the
tapes will become grand
jury evidence, protected by
strict rules of secrecy.
(eventually their contents
will become known through
the charges brought by the
grand jury

SBO projects~%aid-oriented'
• from page one
Wehrle said the project is
in the formulative stage
It's nothing now. but it
could really be a big thing."
he said
Dr John T Greene,
associate professor of
psychology and chairman of
faculty Senate, said the
project was tried at the
University once before by a
graduate student who took
notes in class
He said the notes then
were made available to the
class at the end of each
week
It just didn't work that
well." Dr Greene said
Students have their own
ways of capsulizing notes
Someone else's notes just
don't work that well.
"I also don I think we
should be paying graduate
assistants to do what
students should be doing
themselves.'' Dr Greene
said,
Davis said she also will be
in charge of the SBO bulletin
board on the first floor of
University Hall.
RANDY Hathaway,
sophomore i A&S). said he is
investigating the possibility
of installing a WATS line for
general student use
"WATS stands for wire-toarea telepnone service."
Dennis Grady. sophomore

US and SBO coordinator
of state and community
affairs, explained
"With the system we
would get we would pay a
flat rate of *500 a month and
students could make as
many calls within Ohio as
they wanted
Hathaway and a spokes
person from University
telephone
services,
however, said the Ohio line
would cost $710 a month A
national line would cost over
(3.000. Hathaway added, and
the cost would be prohibitive
Halhawav said he did not
have all the information
about the WATS line yet. but
that the University is
definitely going to get one
for student use.
' The phone will be located
on the second floor of the
Student Services Bldg and
studenhs will be able to use
it every day from 8 a.m. to
12 p.m. " he said "Students
will pay »1 25 a month for
use of the phone and then
sign up for time slots Time
will be divided into 15
minute slots."
Initially, the project will
be funded by SBO.
Hathaway said. He said he
hopes student membership
fees will pay later for the
service and for a student
monitor he said

"I think this is a great
idea." he said "It will save
a lot of money for students
ami their parents "
GRADY said there are
some problems in trying to
gel a system installed
"The student body at the
University of Arizona made
the initial down payment on
a WATS line, he said
"I heard American Telephone and Telegraph
i AT&T> filed a suit against
the student body organization, but I in not sure what
the nature of the suit was."
he added
However. Uhns Reece,
* ICC president oi the Arizon
Student Union Association
.ASUAi. said Grady s and
Hathaway s information
was not correct.
What actually happened
is that last February ASUA
requested a WATS line but
AT&T refused to install
one." he explained "1
brought a formal complaint
against AT&T to the Federal
Communications Commission iFCCi."
Reece said the FCC had
interpreted the WATS Line
Tariff and two weeks ago
handed down a decision that
student bodies could not
purchase the service.
"This ruling was made on
the basis of a clause in the
tarifl which says all phone

Pumpkin Sale

Noon to 7:00 p.m.

10:00 ■ 5:00 p.m.

Starting Saturday afternoon

Cry of the Banshee

Student Services

&
J«

REECE SAID, though,
that this decision was by no
means final and that the
FCC said his complaint had
raised a valid question as to
whether the tariff was
reasonable.
The ASUA will study the
tariff to see if it is
constitutional, he said
in the meantime. I'm
drafting a revised complaint
which says, in effect, that
the FCC missed the whole
point of my prior complaint." he said. "What I
tried to make clear was that
anything having to do with
the students is in the direct
interest' of the students."
if something positive
comes of this complaint,
then you may be able to get
a line installed. For the time
being, student bodies just
can't purchase WATS
lines," Reece said

Charities Board

MIDNIGHT HALLOWEEN
MOVIES
115 Ed.

calls made must be in the
direct interest of the
purchaser of the WATS
line." Reece said. "In the
FCC's opinion, student
bodies didn't meet that
requirement."
He said the ASUA had
tried the idea of students
buying memberships but
"once you get into the area
of personal calls for the
students, they won't let it go
through "

Black Sabbath

fi® fth& Forum

Saturday Oct. 27

FOR EXAMPLE, it will
become known if the
charges support ousted
White House counsel John
W Dean's version of the
meetings in the Oval Office
or the versions by other
participants, if perjury
charges are brought
One thing prosecutors
don't expect to find on the
tapes is evidence of
presidential involvement in
the attempt to thwart the
investigation of the Watergate break-in
Members of the prosecution force have never
believed there was
definitive evidence on the
tapes that the President
knew of or participated in
thecoverup
The question of the
precedent setioay be harder
to answer The answer may
not come until some future
presidential administration
MUCH WILL depend on
the attitude of the prosecutors
Will Asst Ally. Gen.
Henry K Petersen be as
insistent as was former

special
prosecutor
Archibald Cox that he get all
the evidence in White House
files''
Cox had pressed not only
for the tapes but for documents related to a wide
range of matters under
investigation by his office,
including the ITT antitrust

settlement and allegations
of improprieties involving
campaign contributions
THERE WERE reports
the President was more
concerned about the precedent than the contents of the
nine tapes
And the
arguments his lawyers

presented in court placed
great emphasis on the
problems such a precedent
would create
"The damage to the institution of the president will
be severe and irreparable."
his lawyers argued in a brief
filed with the US District
Court

Senior portraits source
of income for yearbook
The Key. the University yearbook, may be
in financial trouble if more senior portraits
aren't scheduled soon
"Seniors don't seem to realize this is the
last quarter the photographer will be on
campus." according to K.iihi Kamber. senior

(AM)
She said the Key depends on the sale of the
senior portraits to help finance the book.
"The Key receives no financial support
from the University." Kamber said
"The only money we get is from the senior
pictures, the sale of books and selling pages
to organizations," she said
Kamber said last year's Key had 1,728
senior portraits in it. She said this year the
number may be much smaller
"As of now it doesn't look as if we'll match

newsnotes
China visit
WASHINGTON I AP) Secretary of
State Henry A Kissinger's trip to
China, postponed because of the
Middle East crisis, has been
rescheduled lor November.
In a simultaneous announcement
made here and in Peking yesterday,
the State Department and the
Chinese government said Kissinger
would visit Peking Nov 10 to Nov. 13.
The secretary had been scheduled
lo spend Oct. 26-29 in the Chinese
capital to discuss increasing contacts
between the two governments.

AAeany charge
WASHINGTON I API
AFL-CIO
President George Meany called
President Nixon emotionally unstable
yesterday, but the White House
quickly replied thai Nixon's health is
excellent.
"The events of the last several days
prove the dangerous emotional

it," she said
The deadline for senior portraits to be
taken is Nov. 9, she said
"The senior pictures are good for the Key
but they're even more important for the
student's job applications and resumes."
Kamber said
She added that having the portrait taken at
the Key studio is less expensive than having
it done by an outside photographer
Kamber said if the yearbook can't get a
certain number of pictures it will have to be
made smaller and have fewer color pages
"If seniors don't come out for pictures the
yearbook is going to suffer." Kamber said
Senior picture appointments can be made
by calling 372-0086. or by slopping at the Key
office. 310 Student Services Bldg

•

instability of the President." said a
statement released by Meany s
office
The White House called Meany s
charge "incredible, inexcusable, irresponsible.'' Deputy Press
Secretary Gerald L Warren, asked lo
describe Nixon's health, replied:
"Excellent."

Nixon stupid?
JOHNSTOWN, Ohio (API - U.S.
Hep John M Ashbrook (R-Ohiol said
yesterday President Nixon is guilty of
stupidity in his handling of the
Watergate tapes case
But, said Ashbrook. "We never
have impeached anybody in the past
for their mistakes Otherwise, we
might have considered impeaching
the last four or five Presidents for the
same general mistakes."
Ashbrook said Nixon made a
mistake when he hired Archibald Cox
as special prosecutor in the
Watergate case, "and 1 think it was
absolutely foolish or bordering on
stupidity to fire him."

••••••

Floor vote
COLUMBUS (API
Campaign
financing legislation headed for a
showdown in House and Senate committees yesterday but a floor vote on
a compromise was expected to be
delayed until next week
"No chance." said House Speaker
A G. Lancione (D-991 Bellaire. when
asked if a vote on a bill could come
during the first week of the 110th
General Assembly's special session

War powers
WASHINGTON (API ■ President
Nixon vetoed the war powers
resolution yesterday, saying it was
unconstitutional and "would
seriously undermine this nations
ability to act decisively and
convincingly in times of international
crisis."
The measure would have barred
the president from committing U.S.
forces to combat for more than 60
days without specific approval from
Congress

REDWOOD'S
MAI TAI WEEKEND
8:00 - 1:00
THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
LEIS FOR THE LADIES
160 N. MAIN ST.

BUY A PUMPKIN!

Horror of Dracula
&
The Dunwich Horror

All Proceeds Will Go Towards
Thanksgiving Baskets For The
Needy In Wood County

Middle Class Youth Presents

ANYTHING

DOMINO'S
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PIZZA
FREE COKE NIGHT

TH» MUTCH HT iHof

sxt f. •*airier
931-**CJ

This is "the" 1937 warning lo loose woman.
A lilm classic - now an unparalleled comedy.
Trom N«w USS Crncma. ih. gang who bfjuqht you

r

REEFER MADNESS

YOU WONT CLAP AT THIS ONE!
-PtOS-

3 Free Cokes With Any Large
Pizza Tonight

Ihe f.moul l«29 Merlhuena We.lern "HIGH ON THE RANGE'
Starring Yshimd C«nutt."World'j Greeieit Cowboy."

Thurs, Fri, Sat
Oet 25, 26, 27

105 Hanna Hall
7 and 9 P.M.

•1.00 adm.

352-5221
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Editor doubts cease-fire value
after 6 truces in Middle East
brought in with small holes
in their chests and big holes
in their backs-dumdum
bullets Arabs. I grew up in
insecurity and violence."
He was working in Israeli
army intelligence when the
news of the first cease-fire
came in 1948 He had been
shot in the leg
"So when I heard the news
I thought. Thank God I
was idealistic and naive. I
thought we'd have trade
with the Arabs and maybe
even regional cooperation."
he said
THE FIRST cease-fire
died within 10 days, replaced
by an armistice in 1949
cease-fire No. 2.
Paradise's wife, a nurse,
was injured in the siege of
Jerusalem Still there was
no reason not to hope all the
shooting was over
Eight years later, there
was the Sinai campaign,
with Israel taking the Gaza
Strip from Egypt, then
giving up Gaza under the
terms of a United Nations
cease-fire.
"I thought, nothing has
been solved, there's an
impasse." said Paradise
We were just shelving the
question. What about the

TEL AVIV (API Twenty
five years and six ceasefires ago. Yehuda Paradise
was wounded in the left leg.
in the first Arab-Israeli war.
Later an exploding shell
injured his wife, and now his
son has been wounded in a
new war
Yehuda Paradise doesn't
believe in cease-fire And
he doesn't believe that the
latest war is the last one.
"It's like trying to
converse with dolphins," he
said.
"Maybe the Arabs have a
language we can talk to
them in But no one has
figured it out yet."
Paradise is a 4»-year-old
scientific consultant and
editor and an invalid. He's
usually not so cynical.
BUT IN talking about his
experiences with the ceasefires of 1948. 1956 and 1967.
his feelings about the chance
for peace in the Middle Kast
are a graph of disillusionment,
plunging
downward
Paradise came lo
Palestine Irom Berlin in
1934.
"When'l was 12." he said.
"I saw Jewish settlers

Gaza Strip? I began to think.
this is going to be an endless
business."
AFTER the 1967 war
Paradise said he thought"that gives us another 5 or
10 years' reprieve. And then
I began to do some very
natural parental arithmetic
I began to think what year
the war would have to come
for my son to be in the
army."

clinic, concert Sunday
Jazz musician Stan
Ki in.III and his 18-piece band
will appear in concert
Sunday As a prelude to their
8 p.m. performance, the
musicians will be featured
in a free, informal clinic at
l :ui|i in Both the clinic and
concert will be in the Grand
Ballroom. Union.
Through his work with
music students at high
schools and universities.
Kenton said he hopes to
bring about a change in
music education "I feel that
a student is being shortchanged if he is offered only

With Superex Stereophones, it's
being there. Maybe better. Because
you feel every nick cm llir guitar,and Ret
lo nick out your own seat, lo sit right under
the drums, simply turn up the bass, and adjust
the volume to land in the row of your choice.
The Superex PRO B VI will cairyyou
there. It has a woofer and tweeter in each
earcup, plus a full crossover network, so
you don't miss a note
The sound IsabSO
lutely authentic
Comfortable
Con form ear c ush
ions let you be there
lying down, A 15 fool
coil cord lets you be
there, dancing in

the aisles.
For $60.00, we

Hive you the PRO B VI
and a I wo year guaran
tee. Intermissions, and
refreshments are left
up to you.

Superex Stereophones. Feel what you hear.
I

.
In I
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PRO (1 VI
SUBB. Ratal
PrlC* $60 00

Corp Dapl Ml. 1M Imllon St.. Yonkers, N Y. 10/0b
ii I li'i Irom . In, . Moi.lro.il
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Karma's director explains goals
Karma's first lull-tune
director wants to increase
community involvement in
the drop-in drug counseling
center
James M Shulman. who
came to Karma this fall
from the University of
Montana, said community
participation in the program

is one of his highest priority
goals.
"We're aiming to get a
lew
community
people
working with us." Shulman
said "We want to gel BCTOH
that you don't have to be a
drug expert to be a
vounsolor All you have to be
is a warm, sensitive
person

"We've got 40 to 50
student counselors but we
want
lo
get
more
tounspeople
involved."
Shulman said "This is a
community operation."
Shulman. who has a
masters degree from
Cornell University and is
awaiting his PhD from the
University of Montana, said

Cultural Boost Needs Volunteer
Working Members Interested In
Being Ushers, Ticket Takers, Programing,
Production & Advertising
Involvement is what you make it!

DRIVING CAN STILL
BE GOOD, ECONOMICAL FUN.

«ii it ii

:tnnn
mnn

one side of music, ' he said.
Kenton said his audiences
are changing. "We have
always had an enthusiastic
following of the over-40
group who remember the
band from its early days."
he said. "Now we are seeing
more teens and persons in
their 20's who are
discovering jazz for
themselves and who like it.
"Th> rock-oriented
younger pedple are changing-they are finding there is
more excitement in music of
substance"
The clinic and concert are
sponsored by the Union
Activities Office and the
School of Music. Concert
tickets are $3 for general
admission and $4 for the
reserved seat section and
may be purchased in the
Union Ticket Office or at the
door

Apply Now in 405 Student Services Bldg.

area nX IiaK
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Jamas Shulman, Korma's first fuH-time director, has high hop**
•ha drvg counseling,
cantar.
Ha
wants Karma lo ba a
"modal for community programs," by
instilling in the tewnspooplo as woM as University studonts, an
active interest. Shutman wants to get into
a number of cemmurv
fly prefects on drug
education, and alee to
expand the present
counselor
training
facilities. He plans to
begin a library and also arrange trips
throughout the state
which would enable
counselors
to visit
other drug centers. To
be a counselor, "AH
you have to ba is a
warm, sensitive person," he said.

Jazz musician to hold

Be there

I

When the war came this
year. Paradise's 18-year-old
son was in uniform-and
wounded in the leg. "How
I've changed since "48." he
said. "All that optimism.
The high school kids I work
with are still hopeful, and
that's the way it should be.
But I don't see any possible
solution, surely not in my
lifetime, not even in the next
two generations"

Howling Green's community
resources impress him
He said the large clinical
psychology laboratory and
the counseling center at the
University as well as the
mental health center on I'oe
Koad all "were definitely
very impressive."
Shulman said he wants to
make the Karma operation
a model for community
programs ''
"I want to get into a
number of community
projects on drug education."
Shulman said, adding that he
hopes to expand the training

facilities to accomodate the
new counselors.
"This is our greatest
prioity.
training new
counselors.'Shulmansaid
He said the training
involves teaching the history
and background of Karma
and educating counselors in
communication skills, first
aid and role playing, as well
as other topics.
He said 20-30 counselors
are already trained and
plans are underway for
training the new ones.

UA0 Presents

Stan Kenton Band
Sunday, October 28
8:00 p.m. Grand Ballroom
Tickets:
$4.00 General Reserve
$3.00 Geneial Admission
On Sale at Union Ticket Office

Free rap session - 4:30
Minnesota FABRICS now operates 53 retail fabric
stores in seven states. And we will continue to grow!
A growing company provides a good climate for in
dividual growth.

See for Yourself
SUPER - PIZZA - ELIMINATOR

CARE TO GROW
RAPIDLY WITH US?

Sun. Oct. 28
1:00 p.m.

A company representative will be on campus soon for

BGSU SCC Autocross
(Ice Arena Parking Lot)

interviews. Business candidates preferred and others
interested in large volume retail store management.
Opportunities in 1974 in Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland,

Domino's vs.
Pisanello's vs.
Pagliai's

Pittsburgh and Washington, D.C. metropolitan areas.
Check in at your campus recruiting office to schedule an interview.

THE FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE
A Minnesota FABRICS Representative

urn

MR. DUANE HANSEN
will be interviewing on campus

WEDNESDAY
NOV. 7th

Minnesota
FABRICS
GENERAL OFFICES
5600 N. County Road 18. New Hope, MN 55428

SUBARU
2-DOOR SEDAN.

The Subaru 2 Door Sedan
Around 25 miles of driving for every gallon of regular you
use with the economical quadrozontal engine.
Reliable enough to make you forget
what a repair shop looks like.
And a low purchase price that
includes features like front wheel
drive, rack and pinion steering,
fully independent suspension,
pushbutton radio, and reclining
bucket seats.
Doesn't it make sense to spend as
little as you have to?

Thursday. OMIH 25, 1973, The KNnn/rMjt!

Judiciary committee to begin
public inquiry on Cox firing
witnesses, chairman James
O. Eastland iD-Miss I said
that in his judgment the
committee also will want to
hear from Elliot L Richardson and William D.
Ruckelshaus
Richardson resigned as at-

WASHINGTON (AP) •
The Senate Judiciary Committee agreed yesterday to
launch a public investigation
into the ousting of special
Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox
Cox. who balked at being
told by President Nixon not
to take any further court
actions to obtain tapes,
notes or memoranda of
presidential conversations,
is to be the leadoff witness
Monday.
SEN.
EDWARD M
Kennedy lU-Mass ) said he
will ask t'ox whether he
thuus he was fired because
he was "too hot on a trial
leading to the White House '
Although no action was
taken on calling other

on the President to reinstate
Cox pending legislation to
establish a special prosecutor Action on this, however, was blocked by Sen.
Roman L Hruska (R-Neb )
the ranking
minority
member of the committee.
Hruska said a decision on
it should be held up until the
committee has taken Cox's
testimony and hears what
Nixon has to say at his news
conference tonight
Both Eastland and Hruska
reported
overwhelming
sentiment within the committee for legislation to
provide for a court-appointed special prosecutor
who would not be subject to
dismissal by the President.
Neither of them, however,
committed themselves to
such legislation

torney general and
Ruckelshaus was dismissed
as deputy attorney general
rather than carry out
Nixon's instructions last
Saturday to (ire Cox.
KENNEDY and others
offered a resolution calling

Student cashes in
on UFO sightings
By The Associated Press

Tech. course

The whatziets seemed to be spreading yesterday
From New York to the Mid-west, there were fresh reports
that unidentified living objects -I'FOs-had been sighted in
the sky
At least one enterprising young man is trying to cash in on
the latest fad Bob O'Dell. a 21-year old student at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy. NY. said
yesterday he's invented a I'KO detector
"You could put it under your bed. or wherever you feel
safest, said O'Dell "When the detector buzzes, go look for
the UFO."
O'Dell. an environmental engineering student from
Bethesda. Md . said his gadget is designed to pick up
electromagnetic waves he thinks a I'FO gives off
It's made from a battery, a metal washer, a relay switch
and buzzer O'Dell admits he's just taking advantage of the
panic right now I figured 1 could pick up some cash "

Course advisement
meetings for all technology majors will be
held Oct 30 and 31 at
8 30 pm in the student
lounge of the Technology Bldg

International office catalytic'
By Joette Dlgua
At the office of International Programs the idea
is communication They are
sponsoring coffee hours
every Tuesday and Thursday
from 2-4 pm in Williams
Hall basement

New journalism course
to focus on U.S. blacks
By Rick Spencer
"A true picture of the
history of the black race has
not been presented to
Americans as part of their
education." according to
Wayne Graham, part-time
instructor of three
journalism courses at the
University.
The result is that many
skilled journalists, no
matter how liberal, do not
have knowledge of the
mores, language, life styles,
values or aspirations of the
black man in America."
Graham said
"Newspapers not only
repqrl the news but also
influence public opinion The
total population loses when
any of its segments do not
receive fair and equal
treatment in the media."
Graham added
A main purpose of the

proposed survey courses is
to acquaint future newsmen
with knowledge of the black
man in America, using Ihe
black newspaper as the
instrument, he said The
units of study will span 130
years of black writing and
publications in America.
offered chronologically
Introduction to Black
Journalism, a course
offered fall quarter, gives
the historical significance of
black journalism and how it
has effected contemporary
publications.
The introductory course
was approved too late to be
entered in the 1973-74
catelog
Graham pointed out that
this introductory course
does not require any journalism experience "A student
could take Introduction to
Black Journalism and get
journalism credit and get

XrONNifc

Nice place

The offke of International Program, is the ideal letting for communication and
interaction between foreign and American student*. Coffee hours wore
eitablrthod last year to introduce American student* to various backgrounds
and to help foreign students overcome their anxiety and feelings of
strangeness they face being so far from home.

credit if he is working
toward a black studies
major or minor, Graham
explained
Black America and the
Press will be offered winter
quarter
This course is about
newspapers in this country,
based on how the news is
reported traditionally and
the changes made."
Graham
indicated The
course will involve role
playing and seminars

Each week a different
ethnic group or delegation
presents the program or
topics to be discussed The
coffee hours were started
last year during winter
quarter to introduce
American students to
different backgrounds and to
help the foreign students
overcome the strangeness
they leel being so far from
hone
Dr Kdward L Shuck Jr .
director of International
Programs, describes the
office as a
"catalytic

force." guiding the foreign
students and helping them
deal with the unique
problems that sometimes
face (hem
Besides Dr
Shuck there are two other
salaried staff members.
Julie Mieresonne and Joyce
Kochesec
Together they
handle applications for admission which number
between 350-400 a year as
well as immigration
matters, visa problems and
a speakers bureau t'ur
rently 176 loreign students
are on campus, representing
some 40 countries
BESIDE: handling ad
missions, the office also
-orients loreign students
with campus and American
life;
-offers a non-credil
workshop each week taught
by students in Japanese and
Arabic.
-presents annual awards
to students and publishes an

Pizza-to-Pizza Competition!!
Who has the fastest delivery
in town!
Don't miss the
SUPER-PIZZA-ELIMINATOR

alumni journal and news
sheets;
-advertises the University's academic
stature
throughout the world to
interest
other foreign
students in attending.
THE WORLD Student

WITH
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Dtlti Sigma Tritta Sorority, Inc.
Sigma G»ma Rho Sorority, Inc.
Come hear the hows, whys and wtiats of Black Sorority Life on the
BGSU campus Have your questions answered by those who know
and can help you decide whether Greek is for you

ffi s

Dixie Electric Co.

GRAND OPENING FRI. OCT. 26
Possibly the finest night club in the country
today. A total concept of stereophonic sound
and integrated light show. — You've got to
see it to believe it.

24581 N. DIXIE HIGHWAY
7 miles north on Highway 25

(Regular delivery cars)

Oct. 28

1:00 p.m.

Ice Arena Parking Lot

18 4
OVER

An Entertainment Utility

OPEN AT 8:30

M.t..t..t.tt:*»*tt**»**.**f*f .*:""***************************'*"********

WHERE Student Court Room ol the Student Services Big. 4th
Floor
lime: 7:00 p m
ALL INTERESTED WOMEN ARE INVITED TO ATTEN0. ESPECIALLY
BLACK WOMEN

ALL DAY FRIDAY
From 11 a.m. to 12 midnight

FROM OUR REGULAR
FALL STOCK OF
WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR
FEATURING

BASS, DEXTER, CARLT0N,
CONNIES & DUNHAMS
REG. PRICE
•15.99 - *26.99
PRICED AT

$

Bonne Bell

FRIDAY ONLYI!
niki's booter u
Stadium Plaza
Center

BOSE...

the next best thing
to being there

Make-up
Demonstration
Two student representatives
of Bonne Bell will apply
FREE make-ups on

Thursday, Oct. 25
from
10 A.M. to 4 P.M.

87

12

Mon.-Fri. 11-9
Sat. 10-6

DANCING

MIXED DRINKS

in
Wheel-to-Wheel Competition

WHEN: Oct 29. 1973

I

It receives help in various
forms from the Bowling
Green community, such as
food donations for the
student dinners WSA also
sponsors trips and is
planning one for ihe
Thanksgiving break

INTRODUCING

Domino's - Pisanello's ■ Pagliai's
SORORITY INFORMATION NIGHT

Association* WSA i. an International relations club, is
what Dr Shuck calls "a
student arm of the Offica
It raises its own money by
presenting a scries of
student dinners and International Week in the spring

Stop in and see them
at the

University Bookstore

With Bose Direct/Reflecting® Speakers, you're as close as you
can be to the sounds of Kennedy Center. LaScala, Woodstock
or wherever your favorite artists perform
without leaving
your living room.
Unlike conventional direct ra
dieting speakers.the BOSE 901
and 501 project both direct
and reflected sounds.
Music
surrounds the listener as it
does at a live performance.
With an unprecedented series
of rave reviews from major
music and equipment critics,
the BOSE 901, the nation's
most popular loudspeaker, is
the
most highly reviewed
speaker regardless of size or
price.
For copies of the reviews, write Dept.

The Mountain, Framinqlidm. Mass

SOUND ASSOCIATES
"SOUND SPECIALITS"
Hours: 10-9 MOD. thru Fri.
10-5:30 Sat.

Studtnt Services Bid*.

248 S. Main St

Ph. 354-4322

»»*«««»»»»»»

»**»#»»#»#»»»—»#
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Sirica to give'best effort'in tape review
WASHINGTON
(API
One day soon. Federal Judge
John J Sirica will become
the
nation's
premier
reviewer of tape recordings
His
task
to seek
in
criminating material and.
perhaps, to test the veracity
of the President rt the
United States.

Sirica,
the 69-year-old
chief judge of the U S.
District Court, isn't a man
to duck an issue He feels
the pressure-it's been there
all vc.ir but it doesn't worry
him

weekend what he would do if
President Nixon persisted in
refusal to turn over the controversial tapes, Sirica was
off to Connecticut on a
fatherly task seeing about
college for his daughter.

While the rest of official
Washington wondered last

TUESDAY, when Nixon
lawyer Charles Alan Wright
announced the President's
astounding reversal on the
tapes, Sirica's face showed
his surprise
"1 was very happy the
President did what he did."
Sirica said in an interview
as he tackled the technical
problems of his self-imposed

Indian group to present film
The recently released Indian film. Shor." will be shown
at 7:30 p m Saturday in 115 Kducation Hldg . sponsored by
the Indian Association
The him deals with a man who attempts to help his mute
son learn to speak The word shor" in Hindi means noise
"We feel that a film depicting simple people in India today
would give a better picture of the life than books can
portray." Nizar Anik. vice president of the University's
Indian \ssoi lalion said
Admission is |1 30 for adults and $1 lor students with ID
Children under twelve will be admitted free

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE
ADMISSION • *1.00 & I.D.

tCarnal) 7:15&9:30
NOW PLAYING

f£& He's a
*m^ Good Cop..
- V-tini

chore: How to listen to the
tapes, where, with what
security and what help.
"I think it was a great
thing for the country, a
great act." he said of the
Nixon decision "It relieved
the nation. It relieved me."
During the trial of the
seven
Watergate conspirators
last
January,
Sirica exercised his judicial
perrogative in pushing for
revelations.
He deferred
final sentences for six of the
defendants as a club to make
them talk.
OTHERS

have

Sirica's
tenacity
with
opening the mind-numbing
flood
of
developments.
Asked about this, he almost
dictates the reply:
"The judge never made a
statement that he should be
given any credit for what
happened since the trial of
the original seven defendants." he said
"People
said it 1 didn't."
Each time there is a news
development. Sirica's office
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PETTI'S ALPINE VILLAGE
117 N. MAIN
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the next three weeks.
The choir is under the
directorship of Kev. Greg
Smith who composes most
nl the group s songs.
The
76-member
group
have made two albums
"Bring a Tenth of Your
Worth" and "One of the
lines' are available in the
University Book Store.
An annual fall concert will
be presented by the Gospel
Choir
in
the Grand
Ballroom. Union, on Nov. 4
During winter quarter the
group will go on a road trip
to Philadelphia. Pa

"All of the members of
the (iospel Choir can be seen
on campus with cans taking
donations." Eric Glosby.
assistant director of the
choir, said.
The drive is necessary,
because the (jospel Choir is
not getting any money from
the
University,"
Glosby
added
The drive will continue for

Most judges like one big
case to cap a career and
Watergate must rank as one
of the century's biggest But
Sirica indicates he's not
ready to retire.
"I like being a trial

1 * Gffl 1 Ftaium C <>rp

70 Elevator man.

1 Sm.ll rr.fl.
8 M.kf <» person)

judge." be said
"I like
people. I've never been a
person to sleep eight hours
and since this case began 1
have found myself beginning
work at 4 and Sam."
Sirica was appointed to
the federal bench by President Dwigh D Eisenhower
in 1957 after a 30-year career
as prosecutor and trial
attorney
His
office
is
adorned with pictures of his
wife and three children

NEXT March 19. when he
reaches 70, Sirica's tenure
as chief judge will be over,
but he has the option of
staying on as an active judge
or a senior judge.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Choir seeks funds
The
University Cospel
Choir is conducting a fund
raising drive to get money
for traveling expenses and
new robes.

receives sacks of mail and
telegrams-messages by the
thousands from the public,
other judges, law students.
Tuesday alone brought 156
telegrams.
"I try not to let the press
see them." he said. "On the
whole they are favorable to
the way 1 tried to handle the
matter. A lot of people write
that 'you restored our faith
in justice.' Others ask.' what
are you trying to do?"

WED. OCT. 24 Thru TUE. OCT. 30
MATINEE SAT. AND SUN.

"Might just turn out to be this year's sleeper and emulate the
runaway success of BILLY JACK.1•.„.. • -..
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The Students International Meditation Society will
hold a preparatory lecture, second in a series of 2
lectures on Transcendental Meditation, at both 4 00
anil 8 00 pm in 114 Kducation

If
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The original 3 hounds of horror in
a screamingly terrifying triple show.

Middle (lass Youth presents Sex Madness the 1936
Him classic which is a sequel to Heefer Madness
Plus. High on the Range.' this Thursday. Kriday.
and Saturday nights at 7 and 9 in 105 Hanna Hall
Admission will be (I 00
The H (I S I Klying Club will hold a meeting tonight
at 7 30 in lhe Tafl Room of the I nion
\re you a French freak" The French Club will hold its
Hrst meeting tonight at 7 00 at the French House
Feel free to drop bv
Flag toothall play offs | W HA > will be held today at
ft 30pm on the fields behind the Women's Building
The Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will hold a
Chapter Activity Meeting, with a slide presentation &
talk about Student Training in Missions tonight at
b 30 in the Wayne Koom of the Union

Hide needed to Fort
Wavne anv weekend
Will help pav Call Kathv
2-5466

5 ROOMS TO SERVE YOU
THE BISMARK DINING ROOM

Programs
World
Students
a Coffeehouse affair in the
m the basement of Williams
Indies is the sponsoring host

RIDES

Kaufman's
BARBAROSA
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

rhursday, Octobers. 1973

prim

c oiuMttiA cii fURBS Pnmntj
» Ml IROMtOiA PRODl'CIRS CORPORATION PRODUCTION

ThE

Penny's

Phi Alpha The.;.. Historv Httn.ir.irv, will be having a
book sale in front of Williams Hall from 10 am to 5
pin today There will be all kinds of books at low

A Full-Length Feature Film
Re-creation of the SO'sl

LET

CAMPtJSCALENDiU.

TAP ROOM
BANQUET AND
CONFERENCE ROOMS

Need ride to and from
New Jersey
Thanks
Kivintt break Will help
pay. Kathv 2-5466
LOST AND FOUND
Lost Star sapphire i mi
in the I K A I Building
Reward
for
hnder
Please call Shirlev. 3528708il found"

HELP WANTED

Make Reservations for your special parties.
CATERING FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
163 S. MAIN ST.
353-3251

Positions open Day &
night
shift
for
waitresses, cooks, and
utility Full & part time
help Applv in person Dutch Panlry
•owvNq CMC CMC

Delivery people, waiters.
waitress.
Applv in
person. Pagliai's Sorting pay $1 70 hi

Doormen, ushers, concession employees for all
Hi; theaters Apply in
person at
Stadium
Cinema si & II
Students to work in Pizza
restaurant Fn & Sat
evenings 9-2 Applv at
Mr. Ed s Pizza Pub.
Female bartender wanted. Apply in person.
Peth's Alpine Village.
117 N Mam 353-0512
Dishwasher
wanted
Apply in person. Petti s
Alpine Village. 117 N
Main 353-0512

1 male roommate lor 2man apt Campus Manor
Call 352-7742
I female roommate to
share apt with 2 other
If iris Call 352-9378
Folk singer needed for
weekends
Entertainment to plav on Fn &
Sat evenings from 7-10
pm Apply Burger diet
510 E Wooster
Need 1 man to sub-lease
mimed
or
winter
quarter, near campus
every thing
furnished,
call 352-0034 or slop in
!470Clough

SERVICES OFFERED
Reliable Abortion Service 24 hour service
Clinic close to area I to
24 week terminated bv
licensed
certified
obstetrician
KvneCOIORISI
Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle Call
collect 216HJ3I 1557
OARAGE SALE - BAR
GAINS GALORE' 231
Raskins Street Furniture, glassware, tow
housewares. clothing tall
sizes & sexes*, etc Tues
Sal II 7 pin
Need to talk with
someone'1
Call
CHRISTLINE
352-0379
any hour, anv day
Guitar lessons Experienced teacher will create
a program to suit vour
specific needs. Classical
and folk
Call Mark
Goros. 352-6449

Are there ghosts or
goblins, will our blood
run cold' Are vou out to
spook us. or make ill
crv'' We're prepared for
Friday U> live or lodie'
The \ is

in the area. also, new
turmture at prices vou
ran Ifford Mine s Used
Furniture & Antiques
101 Main St
»corner
Main
&
Rt
23*
Hisingsun. Ohio

Does ambodv know that
leather laces,
boot
repair,
heelplates.
&
shoe shines can be gotten
in a little shop across
Irom Penny s' You
should' 131 S Main Open
lateMon & Fn till 8

I'nmllowll-- moving 6H
Muslang 6 iv SUM) 68

Have coffee and donuts
with us on our anniversary and lav ,I*J\ for
Christmas at discount
prices Vatan s. 109 N
Main
SI 00 oil on all belts
Worldly Goods. 904 Fast
Wooster--on TO s corner
Kappa Sigma Pledges
wish to thank lhe Alpha
Xis lor a good time
Thursday
Lisa congratulations on
vour pinning' D/ love.
I he Pledges
When mice (all into
traps-Lots ot blood tends
to splat--And if afraid, do
bring aid-II brave be
prepared to meet vour
grave
Congratulations to Pam
and Paul on your
lavalienng
A
Inend
IromH H
Libbv-One ol Top 10 on
eampus1 We re so proud
ol our president' D/
love. The Pledges
Free KHtens. 6 wks old.
lovable Call 352-3511. or
372-2431

Tempos!
mileage.
352-796*

V «

MM

air. low
352 7868 or

1972 Skyline 2 bedroom,
turnished. Mobile Home
Ineludes all applianeen.
plus eolor television
Cos! $3950
Musi be
moved
Call 893-0522.
Mondav Ihru Thursday
72 Gran Torino. 302 3 spd
PS. air. AM KM rad .
buekels. taei mags, new
radials. OIC cond 3520078
Sunn eoneert head, brand
new $250 Sunn eabinet 2I5's $175 Kender bassman amp dopi $125
liibson EBO bass $200
Vox hollow body guitar
$75
1971 VW Super
Beetle $1500
372 3418
Ken
1 spd bike, good eond
$35 ofter t".ill352*7H

l'ollie-n-Terrier (or sale
354-5103
69 Mustang K back Must
sell. Extras, good cond
Best oiler Call after 5 00
pro 354-4014
Akai
isooi. recorder,
reel-lo-reel cartridge.
352-8108 alter 4 00
2-bdrm apl . University
Village.
I'nlurn
Immediate occupancy For
appl call 352-0114.

Anniversary Sale still on
Save on Christmas
shopping at Vatan s 109
N Mam

Koom lo sublet now'
Two blocks to campus
Being
cooking
lacililies
J70
month
Call 352-0815

Congratulations and luck
lo lhe Phi Psi Pledges'
Love. The Little Sisses

2 room efficiency. $75 a
month complete. 3520717.

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

Eps
Your house is
haunled-We ve been told

I'sed lurmture at appliances. Largest dealer

2 bdrm apt. University
Village, turn Immediate
occupancy Forappt call
352-0164

NEED MONEY" Cash
paid for Blood Plasma
donations Weekly earnings
Blood Plasma
Donor Center. 610
Monroe. Toledo. Ohio
Phone 255-3535

CHINESE
WATER
COLOR BRUSHES. INK
AND SLATES
THE
WORKING
HAND
CRAFT CENTER 515
Conneaut

Need person w some
shoe repair experience
While-u- wait
Shoe
Repair, across from

Thurtdoy. October 35, 1973. The BO News/Pooe 7

Buckeyes to fest
No. 2 ranked BG
ByDuGariield
Aiibtul Sporli Editor
It's time for Mickey
Cochrane to come down off
cloud nine and put together
another soccer victory this
weekend
Saturday, the Bowling
llreen booters travel to Ohio
State where they will pick
up where they left off last
week. The Falcons blasted
the former No 1 team in
Ohio. Cleveland State. 5-1
last Saturday
Labeling last week's
triumph as his greatest win
at B(i. coach Cochrane will
take his team's 5-1 record
into Columbus to play an
average Buckeye squad
I don't know much about
them.'
said Cochrane.
They lied Kent 2 2 and are
unranked in the slate, but
are very capable of beating
us."
We have a history of
troubles playing the
Buckeyes down there (at
OSIH We do pretty well
against them here."
We still have the
confidence we had last

Saturday, but we aren't over
confident." added the lu.
skipper "Last week was one
ol those games that doesn't
come around too often We
did everything we said we
had to do in order to win
LAST WEEK'S triumph
enabled the Falcons to jump
from a ranking of fifth in the
Ohio poll to an all-time
height of No 2 club in the
Buckeye State Akron I
after losing to tough Howard
U. ol Washington, look over
the top spot, replacing
Cleveland state which
dropped to third this week
Alter six games, the
Falcons' "senior citizen.'
Tim Davis iagc2tl>. leads in
the scoring department with
three goals and live assists
Junior Kich Cotton, alter
two goals against Cleveland.
is lied with Davis in the

goals bracket.
Jan
Fedorcak. out ol action last
week as a result of an ankle
injury, also has three goals.
The BG defense can be
called nothing less than
spectacular, having given up
only two goals this season
Three other goals have been
scored by the opposition by
means of the penalty kick
The defense rates as one
ol the best in Ohio Only
Ohio U can compare with
the Falcons, with the
Bobcats allowing a total of
i In ■-,■ goals this season
"The NCAA is primed
with a lot ol top teams this
year." said Cochrane.
For the Bowling Ureen
club, all it can do is keep
winning A 9 1 linal season
record will most likely push
the Falcons to the top in
Ohio soccer ranks

fee house happenings

Mason 'cool' about tie with Irish
By Mark Glover
tiiiiun Sporli Editor
A smiling Ron Mason
deftly twirled a hockey stick
in his hand and seemed
inwardly confident
If Bowling Greens new
hockey coach had any
reason to be smug, il was on
Tuesday after his team held
a big. physical Notre Dame
team to a 3-3 draw at the Ice
Arena

Now usually a coach is not
satisfied with anything short
of winning, but this was a
special case The icers drew
with the Irish (one of the
finest teams in the nation)
without having lo show them
anything important for the
future
The Falcons play Notre
Dame during the regular
season in late January.
"Don't get me wrong, our
guys were trying real hard

Women's sports
Bowling Green's women golfers began their season by
placing fifth out of 18 schools in the Indiana Golf lnvit.ilion.il
heldOcl 5 and 6
Pat Santor of BG placed Hih in a field of 90 golfers and
won the runner-up spot in the first flight
Other females who competed for the Falcons were Peg
Gibbons. Carol Sommerville. Terri Fair. Carolyn Treece
and Linda Baslel
The girl golfers hosted Michigan State in their second
match on Oct 12 and lost to the Spartans BG's Carolyn
Treece took second place with a round of 86
THE WOMEN'S golf team ended their season by placing
third in the Michigan Slate University Golf Invitational.
which was held Oct 19 and 20
Carol Sommerville of BG won top honors in the first flight
and teammate Linda Bastel finished second.
In addition. Carolyn Treece had the lowest number of
putts during the two-day tournament and Sommerville had
the closest shot to the pin
The women's field hockey team will travel to Baldwin
Wallace College today to compete in the two-day state field
hockey tournament
Fifteen teams will be participating with each squad
seeking team recognition The two-day tournament is new to
the women of Ohio and will continue in future years
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out there." said Mason But
the wiley coach was quick to
add that he wasn't revealing
all the tricks he had up his
sleeve
IT WAS a definite contrast
to the coach who was on the
ice during Monday's
practice The icers had just
returned from a weekend
scrimmage in Michigan
where they split with the
Wolverines (BG winning the
first
contest 5-4 and
dropping the second 2-11
Coach Mason was not very
pleased
"I just wasn't satisfied
with our team's performance. '' said the coach.
Perhaps this is why
Monday's workout stressed
a lot of skating and hustling
More than a few players
were short of breath after
this session But then again,
il seemed to pay off on
Tuesday
against
Notre
Dame
About 20 seconds after the
opening face-off. Bowling

THE IRISH came back
minutes later, scoring on
goalie Al Sarachman.
A short time later, defenseman Brian Celentano
limped off the ice with a leg
injury Mason later said that
it was not a serious injury
and the junior would be back
shortly
Bowling Green and the
Irish traded goals for the
next 30 minutes with Doug
Boss and Steve Ball getting
scores to match the two
scores by Notre Dame
With the score tied at 3-3,
the "official" part of the
game ended when the
Falcons'
Paul
Hughes
slammed into the boards
along with a Notre Dame
player.
The collision
resulted in the shattering of
a pane of glass.
After this bizarre and
rather frightening incident,
the two teams scrimmaged

J & G Pizza & Restaurant
The Best Pizza
& Greek Food In Town:
Open Hours 4 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Fri., Sat. til 2:00 a.m.
440 E. COURT ST. - RIGHT ACROSS
FROM THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.
FOR CARRY OUT — 353-8565
Entertainment Thurs. & Fri. Night

Car Wash - Gulf —
gas
15 gal. Free Wash
10 gal. 50'
5 gal. 75<
RAIN CHECK

TACULAG
is

0CT31

Green led 1-0 John Stewart
deflected a shot into the net
and the Irish looked
understandably stunned

1000 S. MAIN

on power plays with the
Official score being 33.
So Mason's squad had
drawn with a fine team and
managed to experiment al
the same lime lie mixed up
his
defensive
pairs,
alternated lines frequently
and used three different
goalies in the contest.
THE COACH was not all
smiles after the game.
"We definitely have to
work on our defense." said
the first-year leader.
Admittedly, the defensive
pairs lacked any practice
time together, but the

problem was obvious
Mason was disappointed
with the jumbling together
of players on the ice
Several limes the Irish
came right in for the score
without any interference
"Overall though. I'm quite
pleased." said Mason
Notre Dame may be in for
a surprise when they play
the Falcons again in
January.
For that matter, quite a
few teams on Howling
Green's schedule could be in
for a rude awakening. The
fun part now is waiting lo
see what Mason can pull out
of his hat

TOGO

Championship Wrestling
Sunday, Nov. 4,73
8 p.m., Anderson Arena
50c off to Cultural Boost Members

Ringside
Gen. Adm.

- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks aod
Chop*
Full Course Family
Diaoer
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Tees, thru Sat.
7:31-1
Sundays 7:3t - TOO
liajKASTWOOSTKR
BA\qiF.TKOOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

Cultural Boost Members

.
~

ICE COLD
Beer & Pop

presents

$

2.50
'2.00

Tickets On Sale At
BGSU Union Ticket Office

RED HOTS at GRAY'S
Stadium Plaza Shopping

Green Star Envelopes
Box of 100 6Y* in.
or 50 Legal Size
Reg. Price 49'
NOW 29c

Johnson Baby Shampoo
16 oz. bottle
$109

N0W$1

Reg. Price '1.79

CHERRY HILL
(MANAGEMENT BY OWNERS)
Two bedrooms complste furnished

Softex Tissue
Box of 200
Reg. Price 29'

NOW 4 .„, 4

apt.
Patio Areas With Gat Grills

mach, Fireplace. Color TV. Kitchen Facilities)

Attention

Junior halfback Bud Lewis takes a look back
in last week's S-l soccer victory over
Cleveland State.

CULTURAL BOOST

Fantastic Party House (Pool table, Pmbail

6HWL/

KawsofcatobvCaHSeW

Indoor Pool (locker rooms)

Vitamin C Tablets
500 mg - bottle of 100
Reg. Price '1.49
N0w99e

Gas Hooting & Air Conditioning
Utilities Paid, except electricity

Ban Roll-on Deodorant
1.5 oz.

To get your discount ticket prices
at Cultural Boost events, simply show
your student ID and validation at the
ticket booth.
The person selling tickets will
check the ID against a list of members. This has proven to be a more
efficient method than a membership
card.
Discounts are not offered at the
door the night of the event.

FALL ON A 4 PERSON RENTAL BASIS
12 or 9 mo. Lease
Married Couple

$65.00 per person
$195.00 per mo

Cassette Cartridge Tape
60 min. size

RENTAL AGENT ON DUTY
SEE MODEL AT SUITE 5-SHERWOOD
HOURS 10-6 M0N FRI
SAT. 11-5

853 Napolean Rd.
Phone 352-6248

N0w69c

Reg. Price 88'

N0w49c

Reg. Price 79'

Specials Good Thru Sun.. Oct. 28

Complete Prescription Service
Let Gray's Fill Your Prescription Rx

352-7248

Falcon offense sputters
after steam-roller start
By Jack O'Breu
Eiecatlve Sports Editor
The Bin Orange offensive
football
machine hasn't
exactly busted the scoreboard lately
Although the Falcons lead
the Mid-American Conference in total offense,
averaging 362 yards per
game, they haven't been
gaining many yards
recently. In fact in the last
two games. Bowling Green
has been held to an average
of 263 7 yards per contest
Bowling Green remains on
top in team scoring
according to the latest conference statistics released
this week The Falcons ave
averaging 27 8. However,
two weeks ago BG was
scoring at an average pace
of 38 points per outing The
reason for the drop is the
defenses of Kent State and
Miami which held the
Falcons to a combined total
of 15 points

N.wspholo by Joseph

Lineman
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Saturday s 31 -8 loss to Miami. Tho Falcon* will moot Marshall this week

HOOP SCOOPS:
A familiar lace missing Cram the players here at the camp
of bumps and bruises is Iton Weber, who decided to retire
his sneakers for a pair ol spikes
Weber, a 6'4" guard on last year's 13-13 squad, got
married last year and found the stress of playing two sports
-basketball and track to be too much ol a strain
The likable Weber decided after participating in the
team's pre-season conditioning that he has a better chance
to excel in track, and by participating in one sport he will
have more time to spend with his wile
HEAD COACH I'at Haley still is having trouble lilting his
left arm alter undergoing surgery on his shoulder this
summer
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Finley halts Williams release
CHICAGO I API Controversial owner Charles O
Finley of the world
champion Oakland As
ignited a new controversy
yesterday by refusing to
release Manager Dick
Williams to the New York
Yankees without competl
sation
Williams announced his

resignation as Oakland
manager Sunday just after
his As won the World Series
from the New York Mcts
and reportedly was sewed
up lo replace Kalph llouk.
recently signed as Detroit
Tiger manager
Finley said Yankee board
chairman George Stein
brenner and president Gain'

Greg Wilson was walking without the aid of crutches
yesterday after having surgery perlormed on his left knee
last Friday lor torn cartilage
The 6'3" eager who trauslcrred from Illinois said he
would start his rehabilitation program in about lour weeks
on the knee with weights and isometric exercises

•urvsi

■ khordson

WEIGHT WATCHER-Freshman Jay Undorman is slowly
but surely swing lhat tire disappear Irom around his inidrift
after running around the hardcourt for about three weeks
The 6'8" cornerman is now hitting the scale at 235 pounds
alter reporting to camp with 245 pounds on his anatomy The
coaching stall would still like to see 20 more pounds
disappear
Baseball mentor Don Purvis is the new assistant coach
helping coach Haley this year Purvis was picked after
Ivory Suesberry resigned this summer to take a job at
Dayton Dunbar High School
With such a short notice ol the resignation and no time to
adequately find a replacement. Purvis was picked lo help
tutor the cagers until a successor can be found
Sick Bay -Andre Hichardson has been sidelined lor a
couple of days with a contusion in the lower part ol his back
Skip Howard is nursing two jammed lingers on his shooting
hand and Hon Grayson is limping about on a twisted ankle

Sailing club places
The Bowling Green sailing
club placed second in the
Mid-American Conference
sailing
championships
hosted by Miami University
last weekend
Miami captured the event
The lead changed several
tunes between Miami and
BG before the Redskins took
the last race to win by a
point

Kent State placed third
and Toledo finished fourth
As a result of the duel
between BG and Miami,
both Toledo and Kent sailed
around BG in the final race
to prevent a tie for first
Bowling Green's next
regatta will be this weekend
at Ohio State The Falcons
will compete against 12
other schools

I '-ml asked permission to
talk to Williams on the
managerial post
"1 said 'absolutely not,'
said Finley "They seemed
stunned and wanted to knowwhy. I told them as recently
as two months ago. I
extended Dick Williams'
contract an additional year
through 1975 and rehired his
staff through next season ''
Finley said Steinbrenner
assured me they were not
going to talk lo Williams, he
was out of their picture
altogether because I refused
them permission

NMnptMMbyJtwaht
Sweat mars the facs of Falcon defensive end Dave Turner as

fn/ense

he peers intently at the action from the bench during last
week's gamo with Miami.

Water polo

Swami says:
Vv.b..

BG QUARTERBACK
Reid Lamport, who has
moved into the No. 2 spot in
the Falcons' career passing
yards department behind
Vern Wiremen, remains the
MAC'S third best passer
trailing Toledo's Gene Swick
and Kent's Greg Kokal after
six games Lamport has
connected on 60 of 122 passes
for 897 yards this season
Lamport's leading re-

ceiver is senior Roger
Wallace who has caught 26
passes for 4J1 yards
Wallace is averaging 166
yards per catch.
Although Marshall (2-41 is
not as good a football team
as Miami, a team which
defeated the Falcons 31-8
and is ranked 16th in the
latest Associated Press
college poll, the Herd will be
gunning for a Homecoming
victory before a capacity
crowd of 16,000 fans at
Fairfield Stadium

The BG News^

Weber missing
from veterans

as be scored four toughdowns and ran for 217 yards.

SATURDAY. BG will
meet Marshall, a team not
noted for its defensive
prowess The Herd has been
letting its opponents score
an average of approximately
28 points a game
Offensively. Marshall is
averaging about 19 points a
contest
Tailback Jon
Lockett is the Herd's
leading rusher with 423
yards He also has scored
nine touchdowns
Senior quarterback Heggie Oliver tied a Marshall
record with his 182nd pass
completion
Oliver, who
engineered his team's 12-10

Bowling Green offensive lineman Dave Kulik (61) decs hit jab during lait

Kenny White

Win over BG two years ago.
has completed 33 of 77
passes for 401 yards He has
missed two games this
season due to an ankle
injury
Falcon tailback Paul
Miles remains the confer
ence rushing leader despite
gaining only 52 yards in 17
attempts last week against
Miami Miles is averaging
108 7 yards per game after
six encounters He had his
best college game last year
against the Thundering Herd

Marshall over BG by It
Keil over 1 tab Stale by 4
Miami over Toledo by IS
Notre Dame over Southern Cal by i
Ohio Stair over Northwesters by 21
Mickigaa over Miaaesola by 21
Alabama over Vlrgtala Tech by 3t
Missouri over Colorado by t
Nebraska over Oklahoma St. by (
Western Michigan over Ol' by 7
WeWWWewwwweWeWWel
************

The Howling Green water
polo club recorded its
second straight victory of
the season bv easily
defeating
Oakland
University.
10-2. last
weekend.
Bowling Green led
through the entire match
and substituted frequently
during the contest
Leading scores lor BG
were Jim Williams t5>. Joe
Klebowski (31. Hick Carveth
i II and Jeff Liedelil)
Bowling Green will lake
its 2-1 record to Western
Michigan this weekend to
play the Broncos and
Central Michigan in a
triangular meet

MR. ED'S PIZZA PUB
DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS

FALCON
HOTLINE
372-BGSU

(M0N-FRI 11001:301

HAPPY HOURS
(DAILY 2 b P M.; 7 9 P M )
OLD TIME MOVIES

FREE DELIVERY OF BEER & WINE
WITH FOOD PURCHASE

TIME
Magazine
reports:
i/.ALLO

P1NKCHABL1S
01 v. MIFORNIA
if tat -i Rose, our Pink Ch&blis i» e, fti ." :-.r:i:\i the oiii JIY fragrance .•' J ntperut Ita
.-- kmtfckarnttt .-■ J fine ChaWh Thawmtm

"Guilds Pink Chablis
recenil) triumphed
over ten costlier
competitors in a blind
lasting among a
panel of wine-industry
executives
in Los Angeles."

•■ - -.• itltfhtiul creations Kindt And boHkinni
-*.•'.--iftirjs m Modesto CA/II Alcohol 13% r> a

2JM

'M#>

|FRfcE DELIVERY)

OUR NEW PHONE NO. 352-1411

Dr vers now being hired to meet increasing
deli very requirements. Wages plus commis sion.

Ap ply in Person. Domino's Pizza
(Own car required)

More than a Rose.

